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Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one of the most prominent procedures for achieving ultra-ﬁne
grain (UFG) structures among the various severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques. In this study, the
effect of ultrasonic vibration on deformation behavior of commercial pure aluminum in the ECAP process
is analyzed successfully using three dimensional (3D) by ﬁnite element methods (FEMs). The investigation includes the effects of die geometry, billet length, friction factor, ram speed, ultrasonic amplitude and
ultrasonic frequency. Conventional as well as ultrasonic ECAP has been performed on aluminium 1070
alloy and the obtained data were used for validating simulations. It is observed that a 13% reduction in
the average force was achieved when ultrasonic vibration with amplitude of 2.5 lm at 20 kHz is applied.
Also, further reduction in ECAP forming forces are obtained with increase of vibration amplitude, vibration frequency, friction factor, billet length and die channel angle.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Severe plastic deformation by ECAP is one of the most attractive
ways to fabricate ultra-ﬁne grain structures and increase the
strength of metals and alloys [1,2]. In the this process, a cylindrical
or square shape sample is pressed through a die with two identical
cross-sections channels intersecting at a die channel angle of u and
a corner angle of w. During deformation the billet undergoes an intense plastic strain through simple shear [3]. The magnitude of
effective strain (eeq) after N passes in frictionless conditions imposed on ECAPed material is given by the following relationship
[3]:
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Eq. (1) represents the average equivalent strain developed in the
sample within frictionless condition but friction between the surface of the sample and the die wall is unavoidable in the practical
ECAP process. ECAP is considered to be friction sensitive process
and there have been several studies regarding the effect of friction
on the deformation behavior during the process [1,4–10]. Prangnell
et al. [4], has shown that strain and inhomogeneous deformation increases with friction. Nagasekhar et al. [8], has reported that
increasing the corner angle reduces the friction force in the ECAP
process because it reduces the contact surface between the material
and the die in the shear deformation zone. Eivani et al. [9], and
Eivani and Karimi Taheri [10], have shown that increasing the fric⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +966380005308
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tion factor increases the forming force strongly and also, there exists a critical friction factor in which, dead metal zone are formed
during the forming process. Luis-Pérez’s et al. [11], has shown that
die channel angle and friction condition are critical factors in the
effective strain and forming force. Forming force in the ECAP Process (F) using upper-bound analysis is represented in Eq. (2) [12]:





uþw
þ w þ 4mas0 ðli þ l0 Þ
F ¼ a2 s0 ð1 þ mÞ 2 cot
2

ð2Þ

where u, w, a, li, lo, m, so are the channel angle, the corner angle, the
width of the ECAP channel, instant length of the sample in the entry
channel, instant length of the sample in the exit channel, the friction and the shear strength, respectively. Eq. (2) shows that the
forming load in the ECAP process decreases with reducing friction
factor, thus it is crucial to decrease the sliding friction between
the workpiece and the die especially in the entrance channel.
The effect of ultrasonic energy on the deformation behavior of
metals and alloys has been under investigation in recent years. Blaha and Langenecker were the ﬁrst to investigate the effects of
ultrasonic vibration on the plastic deformation of metals [13,14].
Also, methods have been developed to utilize ultrasonic vibration
during manufacturing process such as wire drawing, extrusion,
upsetting and deep drawing [15–25]. The application of high frequency ultrasonic energy to the specimen during tension and compression tests reduces the yield strength of the material. This is due
to acoustic softening (similar to thermal softening) which happens
during application of ultrasonic vibration to the metal forming process. Experimental results revealed that the ultrasonic energy required to produce the same amount of softening is 107 times less
than the required thermal energy. The reason is that ultrasonic
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energy is only absorbed in localized regions, such as vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries, while thermal energy is absorbed
uniformly in the material. Acoustic softening effect is proportional
to the applied ultrasonic intensity [15]. Ashida and Aoyama [16]
performed experimental and numerical studies of ultrasonic assisted press forming. They showed that ultrasonic energy helps
to reduce wrinkling and cracking. The results showed that this
was achieved by reducing the friction force between the sheet metal and the die. Huang et al. [22,23] showed that, ultrasonic vibration can reduce the average forming force during the hot and cold
upsetting processes due to the decrease in friction force. Inoue [24]
performed experimental studies on ultrasonic assisted metal tube
drawing and found that, for thick steel tubes, no signiﬁcant reduction in drawing force was observed. Most studies on the effect of
ultrasonic vibrations on the metal forming processes reach the
same conclusions, that is: ultrasonic vibrations causes’ reduction
in forming force, ﬂow stress, friction between tool and workpiece,
surface quality and internal structure defects generation [17,18].
One of the factors in loss of forming energy is friction, so it is very
signiﬁcant that sliding friction between the workpiece and the tool
is reduced in the metal forming processes. The inﬂuence on sliding
friction of ultrasonic vibration both parallel and perpendicular to
the sliding direction has been studied for samples of aluminium alloy sliding against tool steel by Kumar et al. [26]. Experiments
were performed at a mean sliding speed and at mean contact pressure with ultrasonic vibration and signiﬁcant reduction in sliding
friction were observed. Furthermore, it is shown that the reduction
in friction by longitudinal vibration was greater than by transverse
vibration.
In the present paper, AA 1070 aluminium was ECAPed one pass
and the obtained data were used for validating the FEM model.
Then ﬁnite element simulations were conducted to explore the
frictional effect of superimposing ultrasonic-vibration during ECAP
process. The objective of this study is to explore the effects of ultrasonic vibration on the reduction of ECAP forming load. The parameters which have been considered are: ultrasonic amplitude;
ultrasonic frequency; rams speed; friction factor; billet length
and die channel angle. No attempted has been made to account
for acoustic softening effects. Kumars [26] friction model is used
for this investigation.

Table 1
Experimental conditions.
Experiment condition

Billet dimension

Die dimension

Friction

Ram speed
(mm/s)

Billet
diameter
(mm)

Billet length
(mm)

90°

u

0.12

2

20

150

15°
20

w
Die diameter
(mm)

Fig. 1. Experimental condition, specimen dimensions, material
composition and material properties are shown in Tables 1–3. In
the second step a longitudinal ultrasonic vibration was applied to
the specimen for investigating its effect on forming force.
2.1. Modelling
A 3D FEM model of specimen with same dimensions as the
workpice was constructed. The die and ram were assumed rigid
and billet was assumed deformable. Die and ram modelled by
four-node bilinear rigid quadrilateral (R3D4) elements and eightnode linear brick, reduced integration and hourglass control
(C3D8R) are applied to model the aluminium specimen. The plastic
deformation behaviour of the material follow the relationship
r = Cen where r is the effective von-misses stress, e is the effective
plastic strain, C is the strength coefﬁcient and n is strain hardening
exponent respectively. Tensile test were performed to determine
the strength coefﬁcient and strain hardening exponent according
to ASTM B557 M (2006) for Al 1070 and the equation
r(Mpa) = 104.3 e0.168 was obtained. The contact between the
surface of the rigid die and the specimen is modelled as surfaceto-surface contacts and a ﬁnite amount of sliding between the surfaces were allowed. The frictional behaviour of the contact pairs is
assumed to follow Coulomb’s model. The magnitude of friction in
the simulation was assumed 0.12 [25]. The punch speed was
2 mm/s and all of the simulations were performed at room temperature. The workpiece volume was meshed by 0.0026 mesh size
which is achieved with mesh sensitivity diagram. The automatic
re-meshing was applied in case the elements became too distorted
during the ECAP simulation.

2. Finite element methods

2.2. Validation of simulation analysis

In this study a three dimensional ﬁnite element modelling with
ABAQUS/CAE was used to investigate the ECAP process. In the ﬁrst
step a conventional and ultrasonic ECAP for aluminium 1070 alloy
was modelled and validated with experimental data. The Hydraulic
press set-up and ECAP circular cross section die with u = 90° and
w  15° which are used for the experimental work are shown in

To validate simulation results, ECAP die with the die channel
angle of 90° and outer corner of 15° was used. Aluminium 1070 alloy was used that was homogenized at 670 °C for 0.5 h. The maximum punch force is a very signiﬁcant parameter in the experiment
to be considered for selecting the suitable hydraulic press in
designing the ECAP setup. For the experimental ultrasonic

Fig. 1. Hydraulic press set-up and ECAP die with u = 90° and w  15.
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Table 2
Chemical composition of commercial pure aluminium.
Material component

Aluminium, Al

Iron, Fe

Vanadium, V

Gallium, Ga

Zinc, Zn

Titanium, Ti

Magnesium, Mg

Stannum, Sn

Percent

99.737

0.127

0.012

0.011

0.009

0.002

0.03

0.043

Table 3
Hardening properties.

The relation between the magnitude of velocity and friction can be
described by the following equation [27]:

r = Ke n
n, Strain hardening exponent
0.168

K (MPa), strength coefﬁcient
104.3

condition the press punch (ram) was vibrated with vibration
amplitude of 2.5 lm at 20 kHz. Also, similar condition was assumed for simulation (see Fig. 2). MoS2 was used as lubrication.
The magnitude of the friction coefﬁcient in the simulation condition was assumed as 0.12 [1]. The ECAP force increases gradually
with the ram movement until shear strain imposed to the sample.
From this point (maximum punch pressure), the pressing pressure
decreases with a very slow rate which continuous to the end of the
process; because of decreasing the billet length and friction force.
From experimental work it was found that the maximum required
forming forces to conduct the conventional and ultrasonic ECAP
processes are 162.5 KN and 147.9 KN respectively. The maximum
forming force magnitudes obtained from simulation result for conventional and ultrasonic ECAP processes are 155.5 KN and 137 KN
respectively. The results present a 4.3% (conventional ECAP) and
7.3% (ultrasonic ECAP) discrepancy between the experimental
and the numerical result, which for all practical purposes is
acceptable.

F ¼ F T sgnðVÞ

ð3Þ

where F T is proportional to the normal load i.e. F T ¼ lF N and V is total velocity. The Coulomb model however does not specify the friction force at zero velocity.
Vibrating and sliding velocities are shown in Fig. 3. The total
velocity is given by [27]:

V total ¼ V S þ V vib cosðxtÞ

ð4Þ

V s is the sliding velocity, V vib is the velocity of vibration and x is the
angular frequency of vibration. Fig. 4 shows the instantaneous friction force with time over one cycle of vibration given by the following equation [27]:

F ¼ F T sgnðV S þ V vib cosðxtÞÞ

ð5Þ

Kumar [26] has proposed Eq. (6) for reduction of friction force
by longitudinal vibration. During the interval OE, friction force over
the times AB and CD is exactly equal but direction of it will oscillate between angles (p) and (+p) to sliding velocity. Thus an average frictional force over one cycle of vibration (F) is given by the
following equation [26]:

F ¼ FT



2

p

1

sin



Vs
ax


ð6Þ

Reduction of friction force in this theory is independent of
parameters such as mass, stiffness, coefﬁcient of friction, tangential
contact stiffness. It solely depends on the ratio of the sliding velocity to the vibration velocity [26].

3. Friction model
There are two main types of friction that are commonly encountered: dry friction and ﬂuid friction. Dry friction, also called ‘Coulomb’ friction, explains the tangential component of friction force
between two surfaces that move relative to each other. Fluid friction is related to the contact friction force between adjacent layers
of ﬂuid move that with different velocities relative to each other. If
it is assumed that the friction force is independent of contact area

4. Superimposing ultrasonic vibration
The inﬂuence of ultrasonic vibration (parallel and perpendicular
to the sliding direction) on sliding friction has been studied in the
ECAP process. The aluminium alloy samples slides against tool
steel. The vibration can be superimposed to die or billet. According

Fig. 2. Modelling (a) FEM model, (b) Applying the ultrasonic vibration and velocity on the plunger.
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amplitude 2.5 lm were simulated respectively. Furthermore, the
effects of ECAP parameters such as, friction factor, billet length
and die channel angle on ultrasonic-ECAP force were also studied.
It should be noted that the die geometry (channel angle (u), corner
angle (w)) were kept constant during the simulations.
5. Results and discussion
Fig. 3. Coulomb friction model [27].

5.1. The effect of ultrasonic vibrations on the ECAP force
The effect of ultrasonic vibrations on the ECAP force is investigated by imposing the axial ultrasonic vibrations on the billet
while ram speed was 2 mm/s. To validate the simulation results,
a comparison has been made between the maximum load obtained
by conventional and ultrasonic ECAP process and the ﬁnite element simulation. Fig. 6 shows that a good agreement was obtained
between the numerical and experimental result. Similar simulation
conditions were applied to the conventional and axial ultrasonic
vibrations ECAP process. For the ultrasonic-ECAP process vibration
were applied to the ram by a harmonic function. The reduction of
the external load due to applying the ultrasonic vibration is shown
in Fig. 6. Table 4 shows the magnitude of the experimental and
numerical forming force for conventional and ultrasonic ECAP.
The results show that a 9% and 13% reduction in the forming force
was obtained with experimental and simulated ultrasonic-ECAP
respectively.
5.2. The effect of the ram speed on the ECAP force

Fig. 4. Variation of vibration velocity with time over one cycle of vibration and
corresponding change in direction of frictional force [26].

to geometry, size and constraints of ECAP dies it’s unpractical to
apply vibration to die. Also, it has been shown that the reduction
in friction by longitudinal vibration is much greater than by transverse vibration [26]. Therefore, longitudinal ultrasonic vibrations
were superimposed to the billet. To decrease the run time of simulations the ram speed was increased from 2 mm/s to 100 mm/s
while all the other parameters were kept constant [16]. Hence,
the simulated ECAP process was performed with a constant ram
speed of 100 mm/s while press punch (ram) was vibrated with
vibration amplitude 2.5 lm at 20 kHz-periodic term. In the simulations, for every excitation frequency it is assumed that the excitation frequency is close to the natural frequency of set-up. Plunger
(ram) is modelled as a shell and ultrasonic vibration is applied on
it. Ultrasonic vibration was imposed to the billet longitudinally
(axial direction). Fig. 5 shows the dimension of H13 steel horn designed and manufactured for applying the ultrasonic vibration. The
ultrasonic generator with 20 kHz frequency and maximum capacity of 2 KW was used to provide the required power for ultrasonic
oscillation. The horn was considered resonant in a longitudinal
mode and connected to the transducer and billet. The dimensions
of the horn were designed so that natural frequency of tooling system is close to the imposed frequency. Finite element analysis and
modal analysis were employed to determine the dimensions of the
horn. The length of the horn is equal to the wavelength of the
transmitted wave. The horn was held at a position with zero amplitude node, and maximum amplitude were at the interface of horn/
transducer and horn/billet. In order to study the effect of the
amplitude and frequency on the applied load, different amplitudes
of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 lm at constant frequency 20 kHz and
different frequencies of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 kHz at constant

For sinusoidal vibration of the ram, there exists a critical speed
in which there is no reduction in forming force when the ram
speed is more than the critical speed in the analysis. The maximum vibration speed (critical speed) is equal to Vcr = 2paf, where
a and f are amplitude and the frequency respectively. For this
study a = 2.5 lm and f = 20 kHz, therefore the critical ram speed
is Vcr = 314 mm/s. The effect of ram speed on ECAP forming force
is shown in Fig. 7. As it can be seen, ECAP forming force is decreased with increasing the velocity ratio (ratio of the sliding
velocity to the vibration velocity). This was achieved by reducing
the time interval (i.e. AB = CD) see Fig. 6, by increasing the ram
speed.
5.3. The effect of ultrasonic vibrations amplitude
In this part the effect of vibration amplitude variations were
investigated while all the other parameters were remained constant. The vibration frequency was kept at 20 kHz and the amplitudes were 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 lm. Simulation results shows
that the ECAP load decreases with increasing the vibration amplitude (see Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows the percentage reduction in forming
loads with respect to amplitudes, as it can be seen increasing the
ultrasonic vibration amplitudes, increases the friction force inversion time per vibration cycle, therefore, ECAP load decreases.
5.4. The effect of ultrasonic vibrations frequency
The effect of ultrasonic vibration frequencies (10, 15, 20, 25,
30 kHz) on forming force is investigated while the amplitude of
vibration was constant at 2.5 lm. Simulation results show that,
the forming load decreases with the increase of vibration frequencies (Fig. 10). Fig. 11 shows the percentage reduction in forming
loads for different frequencies, as it can be seen the vibration
amplitude has more inﬂuence on force reduction than the vibration frequency in ECAP process.

F. Djavanroodi et al. / Ultrasonics 53 (2013) 1089–1096
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Fig. 5. Dimensions of H13 steel Horn.

Fig. 6. Comparison of experimental and numerical ECAP forming force.

Table 4
Magnitude of the experimental and numerical forming force for conventional and
ultrasonic ECAP.
Process

Conventional ECAP
Ultrasonic-ECAP
Force reduction (%)

Maximum force (KN)
Experiment

Simulations

162.5
147.7
9.1

157.5
137
13

Error (%)

3.1
7.3

5.5. The effect of friction factor
The effect of different friction factors on ECAP forming force and
percentage forming force reduction are shown in Figs. 12 and 13

respectively. In the analysis the friction factor is changed from
0.05 to 0.2 and the amplitude and frequency of vibration were kept
constant at 2.5 lm and 20 kHz respectively. Results indicate that,
with increasing the friction factor the share of friction force in
the total forming force increases. Hence, the percentage ECAP
forming force reduction increases.
5.6. The effect of billet length on Ultrasonic-ECAP
Billet length varies during the ECAP process. Figs. 14 and 15 presents the effect of billet length on forming loads and percentage
forming force reduction in ultrasonic-ECAP. Results show that
more reduction in forming load is achieved with increasing billet
length. With higher billet length the total forming load increases.
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Fig. 11. Percentage reduction in forming loads for different frequencies.
Fig. 7. The effect of ram speed on ECAP forming force.

Fig. 12. ECAP forming force reduction at different friction factors.
Fig. 8. The effect of vibration amplitude on punch force.

Fig. 9. Percentage reduction in forming loads with respect to amplitudes.

Fig. 13. ECAP forming force reduction percentage at different friction factors.

Fig. 10. The effect of vibration frequency on forming force.

Fig. 14. The effect of billet length on forming load.

F. Djavanroodi et al. / Ultrasonics 53 (2013) 1089–1096

Fig. 15. The effect of billet length on percentage reduction of forming force.
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1. ECAP forming force is reduced by 9% when ultrasonic vibration were introduced.
2. For velocity ratio (ratio of the sliding velocity to the vibration
velocity) less than 1, simulation results show that superimposing ultrasonic vibration cause a reduction in ECAP force;
due to reduction in friction force and ﬂow stress.
3. ECAP forming force is reduced when amplitude or frequency of vibration were increased. The vibration amplitude has more effective than frequency in reducing the
forming load.
4. Reduction of forming force of 6% was obtained with increasing the friction factor from 0.05 to 0.2.
5. It was found that 4% increase in reduction in forming force
was achieved with increasing the billet length from 50 mm
to 250 mm.
6. A maximum of 13% reduction in forming force is achieved
with increasing the die channel angle from 60° to 135°.
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Fig. 16. The inﬂuence of die channel angle on ultrasonic ECAP.
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